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Get Your Name Out There With Email Marketing 

 
By: Gregory Stevenson 

 

Email marketing is an efficient way of getting the message out about a company. Having a directory of 

customers and people that are curious about a company’s services helps improve profits and grow a 

business. Email marketing tracking is a huge component of properly using email marketing. It requires 

tracking the success of a campaign from beginning to end. With these tracking results, marketers can 

fine-tune their campaigns and their targeting for the best results. 

Following email marketing campaigns begin with knowing where emails end up. In some instances, 

emails delivered to a stringent email host end up in the junk mail file. On the other hand, if messages wind 

up in subscribers’ email accounts, it’s critical to know whether or not they are getting read. Email tracking 

can inform marketers if their email messages are getting read or getting sent to the trash without even 

being opened. 

There are many reasons that marketers and company owners choose email marketing tracking. First, it’s 

a powerful way to find out whether they are reaching their target audience. If they mail out a promotion to 

2,000 people and only three people redeem it, tracking can help. They can evaluate their numbers to 

determine if their email messages are ending up in customers’ spam folders. If that’s where the failure is, 

the marketer can figure out ways to take care of it. 

If tracking shows that emails are being received but not opened, then they recognize that it’s an issue with 

their subject lines. Next, they’re able to use their tracking service to split-test different kinds of subject 

lines and narrow down their focus. In cases where emails are being opened but customers aren’t acting 

on the offers within the email, then the marketer can work on their copy and email wording. Email 

marketing tracking offers company owners the cabability to find out how and exactly why their email 

campaigns are thriving or failing. 

A lot of people make use of email marketing tracking. City company owners can actually increase their 

company successfully by using email marketing and tracking the outcomes of those campaigns. Most 

companies that do email marketing bill by the amount of subscribers. Local companies that need to watch 

their budget may use email tracking to make sure that their money will be used well and their efforts aren’t 
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being thrown away. It’s particularly important should they be competing with another neighborhood 

company; productive email campaigns can create a big difference in their success. 

Marketers also can use email marketing tracking. Since most niches possess a fair level of competition, 

it’s vital that you create a email list that people want to join. If a business owner is dealing in a competitive 

market and they’re sending out uninteresting emails or lackluster subject lines, they need to figure that out 

quickly and correct it. 

The best time to get started on email marketing tracking is right away. While it is feasible to create a list 

and begin tracking the results later, it’s not recommended. A marketer can be missing out on prospects 

and money by putting off tracking. Should they begin with boring content, people could possibly begin 

unsubscribing prior to the marketer even knowing whether or not their marketing strategy is succeeding or 

perhaps failing. 

After creating email marketing tracking, it’s necessary to adjust it on a regular basis. Business owners 

should look at their figures and split test accordingly. If nobody opens their emails, business owners 

should try out new subject lines, test their success, and keep perfecting their marketing campaign. It’s an 

ongoing effort. 

Source: Free Email Marketing Software Articles 
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Profitera Corporation is a leading technology provider of Revenue Collections, Debt Recovery and Agency 

Management Software Solutions. With offices in Malaysia, Singapore, the US and Partners in Asia, Middle East and 
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